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Copyright for the Public Interest

Background
[he purpose of the Copyright Act is to encourage the
creation of artistic and literary v orks, as well as authorial
works, such as books, music, and software, by providing
limited rights to authors while at the same time ensuring
public rights of access and use. the Act strives to do
this b’ balancing the interests of owners and users of
copyrighted material.

I he federal government has been reviewing the Copyright
Act to respond to digital technology. In anticipation of
upcoming amendments, the content industry (movie,
publishing, music, and software companies), with its
main interest in profit, exerted significant pressure on
the federal government. Their focus has been to modify
any new amendments to significantly restrict Internet
access mainly to crack down on music file sharing, the
Canadian Recording Industry Association, in particular,
has aggressively argued that the Act needs to be amended
to impose major restrictions on file sharing to protect the
artists’ interests. However, this position is not supported
by many Canadian musicians who are concerned that such
restrictions would criminalise their fans and ignore the
rights of the Canadian public. Restrictive amendments to
the Copyright Act negatively affect education by imposing
new fees on educational institutions, infringing on privacy
as well as users’ rights that are already legislated in the
Act.

What is Copyright?

1 he Copyright Act provides owners of copyright in
works (such as hooks, artwork, songs, software and
scientific papers) certain rights over how these works
are used. One of the most important rights is the right to
control the copying of a work. Copyright also protects
the “moral rights” of creators by prohibiting users from
defacing their works. Copyright ownership usua]lv
attaches automatically to the creator of a ork, but is often
transferred to a separate owner, such as a record company
or a publisher.

At the same time, the Act provides rights for users,
including limited rights to make copies without
permission through exceptions, including “fair dealing”.
As such, a core principle of copyright is that knowledge
must he shared to encourage creativity. A recent Supreme
Court of Canada ruling1 confirmed that the purpose
of the Copyright Act is to serve the public interest by
encouraging both the creation and use of works.

Current Context: Responding to the Digital Revolution

I he Internet increases democratic engagement on a global
scale, providing many people access to information trom
governmental and nomgovernmental organisations,

scholars, educational institutions, and individuals.

Students, researchers, artists, and instructors increasingly
use online media to access, create, store, and share
information, audio and visual works.

1 he copyright debate has also shifted as publishing,
movie, and music companies continue to amalgamate
into more powerful corporations. These corporations
have been heavily involved in framing the Internet as a
commercial space, susceptible to piracy and other methods
of interfering with their profits.

The aggressive campaign led by the publishing and
entertainment industry has resulted in a strong focus in
previous draft legislation on developing law to manage
music file sharing. However, this is not the sole purpose
of the Copyright Act. Copyright is intended to protect
the rights of creators without stifling the use of works.
Reasonable access to materials is imperative for students,
scholars, researchers, artists, and the general public.
[he current Copyright Act does not clarify’ reasonable
access for educational use of digital materials. Instead
of taking measures to restrict access to public materials,
amendments to the Act should focus on reasonable
measures to expand access to digital materials.

The Main Issues

Fair Dealing

Through the “fair dealing” clause of the Copyright Act
is the possibility for the expansion of users’ rights for
educational purposes. I he Copyright Act’s current fair
dealing clause alloxss users to make single copies of
portions of works for narrow categories of use, including
for “research and private study”. Although Canada’s
fair dealing provisions recognise the need to make
copyrighted works available to encourage reasonable

access for educational purposes, they trail behind other
nations where there are more extensive provisions made
for educational use. Lnlike the American “fair use”
clause, the Canadian provision does not even include the
right to make multiple reproductions for classroom use.
Extending fair dealing to come in line with the American
interpretation would significantly improve access to
documents for educational purposes.
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Technological Protection Measures (TPM5):

Restricting access and usersi rights

Fechnological protection measures (TPMs)

are methods of encrypting digital media to

restrict access to it, either h preventing it

1-rom being copied or otherwise limiting its

availability. I PMs act as a digital lock and

infringe on students’ rights to practice fair

dealing by restricting access to digital works.

For example. e en though fair dealing allows

for the use of quotations of works, I PMs would

restrict students from using digital quotes in a

powerpoint presentation or other multi-media

project. TPMs also threaten privacy rights

by giving the copyright owner the abilit to

monitor all uses of their works by installing

spvware on an individual’s computer.

In the Lnited States, the use of TPMs have

led to man’ problems. Recentl} electronics

corporate giant, Son lost a court challenge

for using a copy-protection 1PM on its CDs

which installed a “rootkit”-a software program

on an individual’s computer used to monitor

usage. The rootkit posed several risks to one’s

computer by making it more susceptible to

viruses and hacking, as well as infringing on

privacy. It was ruled that Sony was liable for

damages for the use of the rootkit and agreed to

restricted use of TPMs in the future. This case

illustrates the need for the federal government

to place strict restrictions on the use of TPMs.

Internet Licensing

Although expanding rights for users through

fair dealing would be the most straightforward

ay to protect the rights of users, new and

complicated exceptions for educational

institutions through internet licensing have

been proposed as an alternative. Educational

institutions are already charged millions of

dollars in copyright licensing fees, but internet

licensing would impose yet another fee on

educational institutions. Internet licensing

would likely also force internet service

providers to monitor internet use. Since almost

all content that is on the internet is there

because it has been made “publicly available”,

imposing new fees would require universities

and colleges to pay for materials intended to be

freely shared.

Internet Service Provider Liability

New copyright amendments will likely clarify

the role of Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in

monitoring online activities. The American

“notice and takedown” model would require

lSPs to police internet users and allow them

to take down any content or an entire web

site hen an ISP receives notice of alleged

infringement. This model has posed several

problems in the Lnited States, where thoucands

of eb sites have been taken down under the

unproven assumption that content violates

copyright. It has also been used as a tool in the

tinited States to impinge on free speech and

facilitate censorship. For example, the Church

of Scientologv has instigated the removal of

web sites critical of its activities.

“Notice and notice” is a preferable regime since

it i ould merely require ISPs to notify clients

when they are suspected of participating in

infringing activities. Individuals are then asked

to voluntaril\ take down infringing material.

This model is far superior with respect to

protecting users’ privacy and freedom of

expression rights.

The Big Picture

An overly restrictive Copyright Act, as

advocated by the recording and publishing

industr is bad public policy. Whereas all

creators build on the past work of others,

overly restrictive copyright strangles

the development of new ideas, thereby

discouraging social, cultural, and economic

growth.

Copyright laws should serve the public

interest, not the financial interests of large

companies. The content industry has portrayed

themselves as representatives of individual

artists who are financially devastated by online

music file sharing. I Iowevei many Canadian

musicians argue that the Internet has improved

exposure to their fans and has facilitated

overall sales of both CDs and tickets to live

events.

New copyright law should expand access to the

lntemet, rather than clamp down on it, so that

Canada can lead in innovative initiatives, such

as a fully accessible National Digital Library, as

proposed by copyright expert Michael Geist.’

Further Information

Canadian Internet Policy & Public Interest Clinic: wwwcippicca

Digital Copyright Forurn: wwwdigital-copynght.ca

Faircopyrightca: wwwfaircopyright.ca

Endnotes

1. I ac Societi ot Lpper Canada v. ( Cl-i limited. 120041 S Cl.
\o12, (2004) 2i6 0 L.R (4th) 395.

2. wwwniusiccreators.ca

3. ii wnuchaeigeist.ca
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How Tbe GATS Tbreatens

Post-Secondary Education

Background

[he General Agreement on &ade in Services (GA IS) is one

of more than twenty trade agreements administered by

the \orId Trade Organisation (WlO). [he X”vlO oversees

most trade negotiations between countries and groups of

countries. Drafted in 1994, the GAlS is the primary WlO

guideline for the privatisation of services.1

The purpose of the GAlS is to promote the privatisation

of services through the reduction of domestic regulations

governing public service provision. These services include

all levels of education, health care, and the treatment and

supply of water. Virtually no public service is protected

from the scope of the GATS.

A Destructive Recipe
The driving force behind the GAlS is the desire to profit

from essential public services. Rhetoric such as “removing

barriers” and “promoting competition” is used to mask

what is little more than the desire to profit from people’s

basic needs. lhe GAlS is a recipe to increase the scope of

international trade in services, restricting countries’ ability

to pass and enforce laws protecting public services.

Lnder the GA IS, like most trade liheralisation agreements,

“barriers” can include tariffs (taxes on imports or exports

that protect local economies and domestic producers),

or any law or policy that a foreign corporation can argue

restricts its ability to do business. These agreements

put business profitahiltv above all other considerations,

including the public interest and the environment.

Like the North American Free Trade Agreement (\AFIA),

the G ‘\IS forces countries to adopt the trade practices

of “National I reatment” and “Most-Favoured-Nation”

treatment. National l’reatment forces a country to treat

foreign corporations the same as domestic companies.

Similarly, \lost-Favoured-\ation treatment demands that

a government’s regulations not discriminate beteen

foreign corporations. By preventing a government from

determing what regulations are in the best interest of its

own people, democracy and sovereignty are sacrificed.

The GAlS is an evolving document, whose stated goal

is “a progressively higher level of liberalisation through

successive rounds of negotiations.”: In other words, the

aim of the agreement is the eventual elimination ot the

government’s role in public service provision. Canadian

trade officials have claimed that public education is not on

the table for negotiation, but in the eves of the WlO and

the G.\IS, that is only a temporary position until the next

round of negotiations.

Education is Not Excluded
Supporters of the GAlS state that public education can he

protected, arguing that the agreement allows for services

“provided in the exercise of governmental authority” to

be excluded. However, those services must be “supplied

neither on a commercial basis nor in competition with one

or more service suppliers.”3

Canada’s post-secondary education system does not meet

those conditions for protection. First, the presence of user

fees (tuition and ancillary fees) for university and college

could deem it as a service that is offered “on a commercial

basis.” Second, the existence of for-profit career colleges in

Canada means that the public post-secondary education

system technically competes with private “service

suppliers.”

Introducing markets and profits into the post-secondary

education system will make it more difficult for the

government to exclude it from negotiations as a public

service. Keeping education public helps protect it from

GAUS.

Privatisation Will Weaken Public Education
1 he ultimate goal of the GAl S negotiations is to ensure

that foreign-based universities and colleges (primarily

for-profit companies selling degrees and diplomas) will be

guaranteed access to the Canadian “education market.”

National Treatment policies will reduce the Canadian

government’s ability to protect against the expansion of

private, sub-standard post-secondary education, even

if it is in the best interests of students and society to

do so. If applied to education, National treatment will

guarantee foreign institutions the sani e operating grants,

financial assistance, and other subsidies that Canadian

public universities and colleges receive. Already scarce

public resources would have to be split between public



“Education is now

an industry. Canada

needs to approach

the international

marketplace for

educational services

with the same

discipline and

commitment that

we bring to other

sectors.”

Scrgio farchi, former Canadian
Trade linister and former
Canadian Ambassador to the

WYC) and Chair of the Council

for Trade in Services,

“We believe that

Canada’s qualified

position—that no

GATS commitments

will be made in

‘public’ education—

leaves the door open

to commitments in

‘private’ education,

which would only

serve to undermine

public education in

Canada.”

Tarn, Brown, \ational Union

of Public Tmployeec, February
11, 2005

and private institutions, inevitably leading to

reduced financial support for all institutions

and higher tuition fees.

The Doha Round
I he fourth W 1(3 ministerial conference, held

in 2001 and often referred to as the Doha
Round, led to an accelerated agenda for
the GAlS. \egotiations were expanded in

order to generate a sweeping deal that will

cover man’ service sectors by early 2007.
The services included in the Doha round are

financial, engineering, architectural, legal,
construction, audio-visual, environmental,
telecommunications, energ’ and maritime and

air transport services.

During the the negotiations, a request made

by New Zealand on behalf of Australia, China,

Malaysia, and the United States proposed
the liberalisation of education markets by

encouraging countries to commit to “private

education.” Countries that advocate for trade

in education do so on the basis of the potential

for corporations to profit. Private education

services have grown between $40 and 50 billion

($USD) in recent decades. Since education

plays such an important role in societ\ many

countries are opposed to allowing corporate

interests and market forces to dictate their

education policies. New Zealand’s request

appears to be the first step toward putting

education services on the negotiating block.

1 he document states “it is not necessary to

define or even use the terms ‘private’ or ‘public’

in order for a member to avoid committing

to what it considers to be public education.”

This language attempts to blur the lines

between private and public, arguing that

terminology is irrelevant to the negotiations.”

Such a suggestion is deceptive, because

once negotiations in education services are

undertaken, it will be treated as a commodity

like any other, without exceptions for protecting

the public interest.

the increased privatisation of public services

may influence students in dramatic ways
under the CATS, For example, agreeing to the

GAlS ternss for financial services could make

it impossible for the Government of Canada

to regain control over the current privatised

student loan disbursement. Canada Student
Loans are currently disbursed by Edulinx, the
subsidiary of a L .S. corporation.

As of summer 200o, trade talks were derailed

as a result of L .S. unwillingness to negotiate

reductions to agricultural subsidies.t In

\ovensber 2006, informal talks restarted

among the trade negotiators. It is uncertain

what will develop from the informal
negotiations hut there are concerns that the
process is unaccountable at the informal level.

The GATS is a Corporate Charter of

Rights

The GAlS gives foreign corporations a

constitutional trum p card that can challenge

and overturn domestic laws and public

interests. WI 0 disputes are adjudicated by
anonymous, unelected judges, thus taking

power out of democratic governments and
vesting it outside of public control.

In a nutshell, the GAlS is the largest global

threat to publicly funded and administered
education.

Notes
I. For an overview of the GAlS and Canada’s policies, set

Scott Sindair, “Sequel to Seattle: GAlS, How the WTO’s

New ‘Services’ Negotiations Threaten Democracy” (CCPA,

2000); Steven Shrybman, “I he World Trade Organization: A

Citizen’s Guide” (CCPA / Lorimer, 2000); Maude Barlow, “A
GAYS Primer” (2001, available at: http:! /www.canadians,

org / campaigns /campaigns-tradepub.html).

2. General Agreement on Trade in Sers ices, “Progressive

Liheralisafion,” Part Pv Article XIX.

3. General Agreement on Trade in Services, ‘Scope

and Definition,” Part I, Article I, 3(b)-’c): “Government

Procurement,” Article XIII.

4,See the World Trade Organization nebsite. http:! fvww.

wto.org

5. Associated Press, “\TO Talks Collapse over Disputes”.

tub, 24, 2Liir,.

e’. Leaked document outlining plurilateral request prepared
h MInistr of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Xesv Zealand

7. Dave Robinson, “Update from Geneva”, Canadian

Association of Lmversitv leachers informal letter Nov 16

2006.
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Study Now, Pay Forever:
Income Contingent Repayment Loan Schemes
Income contingent repavnwnt (ICR) student loan schemes are
funding models for post-secondary education that are based
on the belief that the individual is the primar beneficiary of
education and therefore should bear the full cost. ICR is neither
a progressive nor fresh alternative to the Canada Student
[oans Program, nor is it intended to improve access to post
secondary education.

An Old, Outdated Idea
In 1955, the late U.S. economist Milton Friedman devised ICR
as a way to reduce the role of the state in financing education.
Instead of public funding, Friedman proposed that there he
full cost-recovery tuition fees. In order for
students to pay these vastly higher tuition
fees, he proposed that they have access
to large loans. For repayment of the loans
to be manageable, he proposed that the
size of loan payments be based on each
individual’s level of income after graduation
(i.e. income contingent).

For Friedman and those who advocate ICR,
the larger political and economic principle
guiding this funding model is stark:
primar; secondary, and post-secondary
education is seen as a commodity like any
other and should be priced and produced
subject to the dictates of “the market”.

“It is not a form of student assistance”
Starting in the mid-1990s, proponents of ICR have sought to
gain support for it by exploiting the student debt crisis and
by playing down the social benefits of an educated citizenry.
Rather than being up-front about their true purpose—to shift
the cost of education from the state to the individual—they
have tried to “sell” ICR loan schemes as an improved student
aid plan that allow student loan recipients to pa off their
loans as their income allois.

But the purpose of ICR is not to improve student aid. Even
policy analysts involved in designing and administering ICR
models concede this point. The Government of Australia
describes its ICR in these terms: “The purpose.. .is to raise
revenue from the recipients of higher education for return to
the system as part of.. .funding of higher education; it is not a
form of student assistance.”

In Canada, documents obtained through a federal Access to
Information request filed in July 2004 also reveal the purpose

of these schemes: “ICR loans would solve the problem of
university and college underfunding, by allowing institutions
to increase tuition fees to cover a greater portion, or even all of
its costs.”

Lower Wage Earners Pay Far More in the Long Run
Under ICR, borrowers would repay their loans as a percentage
of their incomes upon completion of study. Graduates with
lower levels of income would repay their loans over a longer
period of time, while those in high-paving jobs could repay
their loans more quickly and pay less interest. Those who
could afford to pay their tuition fees upfront would avoid

high interest rate payments after graduation
and end up paying less for post-secondary
education. In Australia, students who can
afford to pay their tuition fees in full at the
beginning of every academic year receive a
25 discount.

A Lifelong Debt Sentence
ICR would disproportionately hurt women
because it would take them, on average,
considerably longer to pay back their interest-
bearing loans. Repayment difficulties would
be more pronounced because women still earn
less than men on average and many leave the
workforce due to pregnancy and child rearing.

Under one model considered in Canada in the mid-i990s, 43
of women would not he able to pay off their debt after 25 sears
of repayment.

The International Evidence
In other countries, 1CR schemes have been accompanied by
higher tuition fees, higher debt loads, and extended repayment
periods. In 1989, Australia introduced ICR as part of a package
ot new tuition fees that crc more than 500’ ( higher than the
previous administrative fee of $263. I he government promised
that tuition fees would rise with the Consumer Price Index,
but broke this commitment within three years. In the seventh
year of Australia’s ICR scheme, the government introduced a
three-tiered differential fee structure that increased tuition fees
by anv here from 35’ to 125’, in one year alone.

\ev Zealand (1993) and the United Kingdom (1998) followed
Australia’s lead, introducing both tuition fees and an ICR
scheme simultaneously. Accessibility and affordability have
been undermined in both countries.

“Graduates with high
balances and/or low
incomes will take longer
to (and may never)

discharge their balances...

Unpaid balances should
last until death”.

Ben Allaire and David Duff, An
Income-Contingent Financing

Programfor Ontario, 2004,



ICRs: A Canadian

Chronology
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1994-95
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January 25, 1995

The Canadian Federation of
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Canada s largest national
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May 2, 1995

The federal government
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1996
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In the United Kingdom, university appLications

from lower income students have dropped by

nearly 10’ since the introduction of tuition fees

and ICR loans.:

In New Zealand, total student debt had risen

to over $5 billion by 2002 and only one in

ten students is debt free. The New Zealand

University Students’ Association estimates that

by 2020 total student debt in New Zealand ts ill

rise to almost 520 billion, an amount the country’s

Auditor General belies es could he “a major source

of risk” to New Zealand’s national government.3

‘Vornen, indigenous people, and students from

minority groups in New Zealand have been hit

particularly hard by the inequities inherent in

ICR schemes. For example, a laori woman can

expect to spend an average of 24 years repaying

the cost of her bachelor degree under ICR, as

opposed to 13 years for a New Zealand male of

European ancestry.5These figures are even worse

for Pacific (non-Maori Polynesian) women in New

Zealand, who face a staggering estimated average

loan repayment time of 33 years. A ss’oman with

a bachelor degree in New Zealand can expect to

take an average of 28 years to repay her loans

under ICR—almost double the 15 year average

repayment time for men.

A leading New Zealand demographer recently

found that soaring student debt loads and

lengthy repayment times may even be a factor

in New Zealand’s declining birth rate, increased

emigration, and reduced rates of home ownership

since the mid-1990s.

In Canada
Despite various attempts to implement ICR in

Canada over the last three decades, Canadians

continue to reject them.

In 1995, the federal government shelved its

ICR proposal after the Canadian Federation of

Students mounted a massive campaign against it.

According to two leading Canadian journalists,

the government’s proposed reform to post-

secondary education “simply seemed like a bald-

faced attempt by government to double tuition

fees.” In 1997, the federal government tried again

to revive ICR hut lending institutions and most

provinces rejected the scheme as either regressive

or unworkable.

The Ontario government proposed ICR in 19% to
accompany a 20’ funding cut to post-secondary

education. It was ultimately unable to deliver

on the promise to implement this scheme due to

widespread opposition from lending institutions

and students.

Income Contingent Repayment Today:

Gone, But Not Forgotten
Canadian students consistently and unequi vocally

rejected ICR schemes during the 1990s, leading

governments in Canada to temporarily retreat

from or’ert attempts to introduce ICR. However,

past experience and international precedent

should dispel any sense of complacency. When the
opportunity arises, governments have a history

of repackaging ICR as a solution to the funding
crises created by their own cuts to post-secondary

education funding. Canadians will need to be

wary of new attempts to introduce ICR in coming

years. Moreover, ICR schemes must be challenged

on the basis of what they actually’ are: a means

of privatising and individualising the costs of

post-secondary education. The lifelong debt and

increased barriers to access that result from ICR

will not contribute to a healthier, more prosperous,

and better-educated society.
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Millennium Scholarship Foundation
A Failed Experiment in Student Financial Aid

Background
Announced in the 1Q98 education” budget, the \lillennium

Scholarship Foundation was a belated acknowledgement by

the federal government of the student debt crisis in Canada.

In the face of average debt levels of S25,000, the \Iillennium

Scholarship Foundation (\ISF) was to he the centrepiece of

the federal government’s student debt reduction strategy.

At the time of its introduction, Finance Minister Paul Martin

declared in the House of Commons that the Foundation

would reduce the debt of those in the greatest need by $12,000

and increase access to post-secondary education. However,

nearly eight years after its implementation, the Foundation

has proven to be at best a public relations gimmick, or at

worst, a champion of higher student debt.

The Record
In theor; the Foundation’s mandate is to disburse $20

million annually in student financial assistance. The federal

government chose to have the Foundation dispense the

funds through an annual allotment to the provinces based

on population size. Without any advanced agreement from

the provinces about implementation, the hastily conceived

structure of the Foundation made most provinces resentful

participants. The result has been a provincial patchwork of

programs that struggle to he classified as financial aid.

Provincial Misuse
Provinces were asked to sign a non-binding agreement not to

reduce their contributions to student financial assistance. In

places where Foundation dollars overlapped (“displaced”)

provincial dollars. the provincial savings were supposed to he

re-directed into financial aid, but the record of re-investment

has been minimal at best.

the Nova Scotia government simply ignored the agreement,

consciously re-directing funds intended for students into

other government revenues. Four years passed before the

Foundation decided to enforce the agreement, and, in 2003,

a new provincial program using Millennium Scholarship

Foundation funds was announced. Unfortunately, the

program is a complicated “back-end debt remission scheme

that will do nothing to improve access to post-secondar

education in Nova Scotia.

In Ontario, where approximatelx 40’ of the Foundation

funds are allocated, the provincial government has directed

less than l’ of displaced savings back into student financial

assistance.

In Saskatchewan, the provincial government has re-invested

none of the displaced money back into student financial

assistance. Despite the signed agreement to invest in reducing

student debt, the Saskatchewan government has informed

the MSF that it used Foundation funds to keep tuition fee

increases moderate. However, since the inception of the MSF,

tuition fees have risen in Saskatchewan by 69’,. f\ISF officials

consider these hikes to be in line with what was agreed to

with the province. So, the high-need student in Saskatchewan

who Paul Martin promised in 1998 would see her debt

reduced by 512,000, actually graduated in 2004 with her debt

increased by over 51500. Senior MSF officials are adamant

that the program is working perfectly well in Saskatchewan

and that the MSF was never really designed to actually reduce

student debt.

An external review of the Foundation conducted in 2003 also

concluded that the Foundation’s impact on access to post-

secondary education has been “limited and indirect to non

existent”. Sadly, the Foundation continues to deny that the

misuse of the endowment has diminished its effectiveness.

The Public Relations Smokescreen
From the very beginning, the Foundation functioned as a

partisan public relations vehicle for the federal government.

In its first year of implementation, the Foundation sent

students letters telling them they had von scholarships.

In fact, students had “won” nothing; in most cases, the

scholarships replaced provincial loan remission. Recipients

were simply getting a portion of their student financial

assistance from another source. Fo further the federal

government’s own partisan goals, the Foundation included

sample news releases n ith letters that encouraged students to

celebrate their “winnings” by sharing the news with the local

community.
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‘The direct impact

of the CMSF on

access therefore

likely ranges

from limited and

indirect to
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The Research Smokescreen
Despite (or perhaps because of) the fact that it

has been unable to address the issue of student

debt, the \lillennium Scholarship Foundation

has embarked on a campaign to downplay

the crisis of student debt. 1 he Foundation ha

taken on a prominent role as a partisan think-

tank in debates about post-secondary education

polics. In briefings to government committees,

federal bureaucrats, and university and college

presidents, Foundation officials have argued

that higher student debt and higher tuition fees

will not affect accessibility’. In other ‘aords, a

supposedly arms-length, non-partisan, publicly

funded foundation has evolved into an apologist

for the federal government’s record on post-

secondary’ education. The Foundation’s annual

research budget would have paid for over 3,300

scholarships each year.

The Foundation’s efforts to downplay the student

debt crisis rely on a misreading of the data. For

example, using research involving interviews

with young Canadians who did not go to college

or university, the Foundation wilfully ignored the

fact that direct financial barriers were the most

commonly reported reason for non-attendance.

Instead, the Foundation chose to emphasise the

other barriers cited by non-attendees to challenge

the generall’ accepted importance of financial

barriers. The \ISF research department has claimed

that finances were only the third most important

barrier for students from low-income backgrounds

behind lack of information and poor grades.

! hen the data is more closely examined, it is even

more clear that the Foundation’s presentation of

the results is misleading. Many of the so-called

“non-financial barriers” cited by non-attendees

are often indirectl’, related to insufficient

personal resources. Evidence points to finances

as a primary barrier to participation in higher

education. For example, Statistics Canada’s ‘tOoth

in Iransition Survey tound that financial obstacles

were a barrier for over 70’ ot the IS to 20 year old

high school graduates who cited barriers to their

participation in higher education (see Figure 1).

Public Accountability
In addition to its operational shortcomings, the

Foundation has recently’ become the subject

of ethical concerns resulting from lucrative

research contracts awarded to former employees.

In 200, the Foundation awarded a 54 million

contract to two of its former employees who left

the Foundation to work at a U.S.-based think

tank. The Canadian Federation of Students is

not alone in its concern with the Foundation’s

accountability: in testimony before a Standing

Committee, Auditor General Sheila Fraser

criticized the fact that the finances and operations

of the MSF are essentially the business of a private

board despite its vast expenditures of tax dollars.

Conclusion
The Federal government’s desire for visibility

in the area of post-secondary education funding

led to the creation of a new and unnecessary

bureaucracy. ‘Ihe funds allocated to the

Foundation could have easily’ and more efficiently’

been distributed through existing infrastructure at

the federal government level.

The approach of the Foundation can be summed

up in the words of their former research officer:

student debt levels are irrelevant “because it

doesn’t matter hoss much debt a student has,

what matters is their ability to pay it back”.

In response to the failure of the Foundation at

delivering grants and its more recent campaign

to deny the effects of student debt and financial

barriers, the Canadian Federation of Students

has called for the Foundation to be dismantled.

The money saved by dismantling the Foundation

should be used to fund a national system of

needs-based grants administered through the

Canada Student Loans Program.

Figure 1 /ndenttfed Barriers to Post-Secondary Education

for Secondary School Graduates
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Post-Residency Fees
Toward Accessible Graduate Studies

Introduction
High tuition fees arc making it more difficult for mans’
students to enter and complete graduate degrees ith
average student debt after the completion of a four year
undergraduate degree topping $25,000, many students are
discouraged from applying to graduate school, F or those who
do enter graduate studies, financial difficulties are cited as the
primary reason for taking longer to complete their programs

or for withdrawing entirely.

The elimination of post-residency fees at some institutions is
further reducing the accessibility ot graduate programs.

What are Post-Residency Fees?
“Post-residency fees” are reduced tuition fees paid by
graduate students upon completion of course work, during
the independent research and thesis writing stages of their
degrees.

Post-residency tees are known by a number of names
that vary from university to university. Terms such as
“maintenance”, “continuing”, “continuance”, “post-
program”, “re-registration”, and “additional session” tees are
synonymous with post-residency Fees.

Why Post-Residency Fees?
Graduate students working on their theses, dissertations,
or research papers utilise fewer university resources. At
the same time, during this phase of their studies, graduate
students make significant contributions to the core teaching
and research functions of a unix ersitv. Reduced fees are a
recognition that senior graduate students are a net gain in
resources for the institution.

Most importantly, post-residency fees reduce the inequality
of access to graduate studies by making graduate education

more financially accessible,

The Loss of Post-Residency Fees
During the 1990s, universities in tntario began eliminating
post-residency tee systems. Upper year graduate students at
those universities were faced with fee hikes of between 40
and tiO percent when post-residency fees were eliminated at
their institutions. Iodav tuition tees for graduate students in

Ontario are $8,389 per year on average. By comparison, the
average annual tuition fees for graduate students in Québec,
where post-residency fees still exist, are $1,927.

While students in Ontario are fighting for the restoration

of post-residency fee-, students in other provinces need to
ensure this tee system is maintained at their own institutiore-.
Across the country, university administrators and deans of

graduate studies are discussing the restructuring ot graduate
tuition fee models. At some univ ersities, changes are already
occurring. In almost every case, the restructuring includes the
elimination of post-residency tees, higher user fees, and the
reduced accessibility of graduate studies.

consequences of Higher Fees
Accessibility
Evidence demonstrates that financial barriers are the main
reason for post-secondary graduates not continuing their
studies. Undergraduates who complete their program with

excessive debt loads are less likely to consider entering
graduate studies, particularly if it will result in more debt.

Quality of Research
Financial hardship also affects the quality of research
performed by graduate students. Graduate students
tinder financial stress often shorten their fieldwork, forego
publishing and conference presentations, and rush the
writing phase of dissertations in order to complete more
quickly. Consequentl there is a negative effect on the overall
quality of research at universities.

Time-to-Completion and Retention
Higher tuition fees force some graduate students to take
on additional employment off-campus to finance their
education, thereby reducing their time available to research
and extending time-to-completion. Heavier financial burdens
also increase the risk that graduate students will quit their
programs before they finish. Higher fees have a greater
impact on those with less ability to pa; such as international
students, students with disabilities, single parents, women,
and Aboriginal students.

International Students’ Tuition Fees
The elimination of post-residency fees greatly increases
the financial burden on international students. At many
universities that have eliminated post-residency tees, the
cost of a five-year PhD program has more than doubled. At
Queen’s Lniversitv, For instance, a five-year PhD program in
the arts cost S25,55t) prior to the elimination of post-residency

fees. Today, the same program costs $53,000. By comparison,
those universities where post-residency fees have been



Canadian Universities With
Post-Residency Fees
Lnversit, of -\‘r’i’rta

University ot l3ritish Columbia

Brixk L ni ersity

Lnieritv it Calgar

(,iincordta Lu R ersit

Dalhou’.ie L ni ersit\

[akehead t niversit’.

Laval L niversitv

Lniversit’. of Manitoba

McGill Lniver’.it’.

\lemorial [nivor—it’. of
\ewtoundland

Lniversitd de Montréal

Unwersity of Ness Brunswick

University of Northern
British Columbia

Lniversitv of Prince Edward Island

University of Regina

Simon Fraser University

University of Victoria

Canadian Universities With
Full Tuition Fees For

Upper-Year Graduate Students
Carleton Universit}

University of Guelph

\IcMaster U: ni versitv

Mount Saint Vincent L niversitv

Nova Scotia College of
Art & Design

Lniversits of Ottawa

Queen’s L niversity

R orson University

University of Saskatchewan

Universit) of toronto

Irent University

U ni’. ersity of Vvaterloo

Uni’. ersity of Western Ontario

Wiltrid Launer [niversit’.

U ni’. ersltv of \ ind’.or

‘fork Universit’.

maintained are far more accessible to international
students. At the Lniversitv of Manitoba, for
example, a five-year PhD program in the arts costs
SI 8,730.

On average, fees for
international students
are triple those of
domestic Canadian
students and are
continuing to increase at
a faster rate. A post-
residency fee system is
one ‘.‘.‘av to improve the
accessibility of graduate
studies for international
students.

Towards
Western Ontario

Toronto

Accessible Queens

Graduate Studies
Significant faculty member retirement is
anticipated in the next decade.4To attend to a
potential shortage, graduate studies will be key
to generating qualified new faculty members.
Between the labour market shift towards
knowledge-based industries and predicted faculty
shortages, there will be a need for more than
80,000 graduates from masters and PhD programs
each year by 2011. However, the number of
graduate degrees awarded annually in Canada
has not increased since the mid 1990s, remaining
steady at around 40,000 graduates.i

Time-to-completion, graduate student funding,
and faculty member renewal have been identified
as major priorities by organisations such as
the Association of Universities and Colleges
of Canada and the Canadian Association for
Graduate Studies. The federal government has
set goals to encourage and facilitate enrolment in
graduate programs in order to foster university
innovation and the dispersion of qualified
researchers into the Canadian labour market. The
Canadian Graduate Scholarships introduced in
2003 were a positive start to improving access
to graduate studies. However, there are still
large numbers of unfunded graduate students.

Furthermore, as tuition fees continue to soar in
most graduate programs, the value of scholarshipc
depreciates.

Table 1 Sample at Universities with Post-Residency Fee Systems (PRF)

UnivetØ IW Fees

___

IItctn

Simon Fraser $4338 $2 169

Calgary $4765 $1,386

Manitoba $4177 $674

515.183

$13728

$10,376

50%
•40’
I /0

84%

The federal
government must
restore transfer
payments to
the provinces to
enable provincial
governments and
universities to
reduce all tuition
fees.Table 2: Sample of Universities with No Post-Residency Fee System (PRF)

Cost of 5.year PhI)
owwn bee PR
Fs

$11,205

$7,104

$8,400

Cost of &year PhD

$25,475

$27,210

$31,500

Reducing fees for

trcrease graduate students
in the post-

127% residency phase

283%
would improve
access and reduce

275% student debt.
Furthermore,

post-residency fees would play an important role
in improving retention and time-to-completion in
Canadian graduate programmes.

Endnotes
Canadian ssociation tor Graduate Studies October 2003 1 lie
Conpietian at Griduati’ 5tiidie in Canadian Lions ,ihr, Report &
recommendations, I’ ke S Vt and PM Sheridan I 99’3 “Logistic
Regression of Graduate Student Retention”, The Canadian Journal
ofHigher [duration, lol 23 No 2

2 Bowlby, J ii and K McMullen 2002 St A Cro,raadn Fii’.t null,
Sir the 14 to 20 ear aid ‘hort of the iauth ni fran,ition Sun’, i
Statistics Canada

4 Statistics S anada Sept t, 2000 ‘Lniversiti tuition fees” TO.
Dailj

4 \ssociation of Universities and Colleges of Canada 2002 Canada,
Universities A st rang foundation pai innovation

S Berkowiti, Peggy 2003 “The tong Haul” Unn’er,itv 4ffair 8 12
ii Canada’s innovation Strateg’. http, innovation gc ca
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Registered Education Savings Plans
A National System of Grants for the Wealthy

Introduction
Federal funding cuts to post—seondarv eduiation during
the 1990s resulted in massive tuition fee increases in e’ cry
jurisdiction except Quehe. Yet e en in toda ‘s era of [ederal
budget surpluses, the tederal government has chosen to
ignore its responsihili tv to restore funding to universities
and colleges. Instead, the current gox ernment favours an
approach whereby the individual pays an increasing portion
of the cost of education b spreading it out over a lifetime:

Pre-enrolment Registered Education Savings Plans

Study Access to debt (student loans)

Post-graduation Income-contingent repayment

From this perspective, RESPs are a core program in a funding
model for post-secondary education that reduces the role of
the federal and provincial government.

The Registered Education Savings Plan
The Registered Education Savings Plan is an investment
vehicle that allows a contributor to sa’ e
for a child’s post-secondary education,
Unlike Registered Retirement Savings
Plans (RRSPs), the RESP contributions are
not ta\ dedu tible. However, the savings
grow tax—tree until the beneficiary is ready
to go full-time to college, unit ersiO,, or an
other eligible post—secondar educational
institution, Under the current rules, one can
contribute a maximum ot S4,000 per x’ear for
a lifetime limit of $42,000. Contributions can
be made [or 21 years and the plan must hr
collapsed a fter 2 years.

The R[-’P is in fact a national system of
md ire t grants: the income generated h
the RESP arcumulates ta\-free. The foregone tax re enue is
tantamount to a grant payable onl to RLSP investors. Since
20t), the federal go ernment has speilt $5o7 million on the
RFSP program.

The Canada Education Savings Grant
RFSPs became more attractb,e after the 1998 federal budget
because in addition to an indirect grant in the form of

foregone ta\ revenue, the federal go ernment said it would
otfer a direct grant the Canada Eduralion Savings Grant
(( bSG) to any parent u ho had sufficient inrome to purchase
an RFSP. The Government of Canada pays directly into a
beneficiau ‘s RE5P 20 of the first ‘s2,000 in contributions
made on behalf of an eligible beneficiary each year.

This means the Grant can be as much as S-tOO each year per
beneficiary up to a lifetime ma\imum grant of $7,200 per
rhild. In other words, if you are wealthy enough to put aside
$2000 per year from the time ‘our child is horn until the end
of the year in which your child turns 17, the government of
Canada will give you a tax-free grant of $7,200 towards your
child’s education.

Two Billion Dollars and Counting
Since the CESC; is a “statutory” expenditure, there is no
predetermined budget for the program: if every single eligible
Canadian could afford an RESP, the federal government
would have to pay out the corresponding CESG.

From 1998 to 21)04 the Government of Canada spent $2.39
billion in Canada Fduration Savings Grants. In terms of what
the Government of Canada is prepared to spend on CESGs, if

every eligible parent participated in the
CFSG and invested the maximum $2,000
per year, it would cost $2,827,512,000
each sear.

Benefitting Those Who Need it
the Least
Research on RF’Ps shows that high
income Canadians benefit far more
from this program than do lo\ income
households. In 2001, children from
households in the lowest quintile
I incomes under s2,000 made up onl
07’

‘ of families who ore saving for
post—secondars education, I louseholds

with incomes exceeding $85,000 Uhe highest quintile)
accounted for 31 of sas cr5. l’lw as erage sas ings b high-
income families was nearly $7,000 in 2001, ‘s hereas low—
income households only saved one third that amount on
average.

taken together, the RESPs and CESGs represent a substantial
s stem of indirect and direct grants to primarily high-income
families.

“These plans came under
heavy criticism in mid—
July from the Ontario

Securities Commissh )fl for

their sometimes dodgy

sales practices. earl

redemption penalities.
and loose portrayal of
investment returns”.

I’ njch.in C I ‘,,C ‘1 10/nc.



“Want to really

make a kid’s eyes

really light up on

Christmas morning?

An RESP could

be just the thing.

Imagine how grateful

that special girl or

boy will be to receive

a little something

toward what will

undoubtedly be

an attrociously

expensive post-

secondary education”

Rob ( arrick, I In (,h Is’ toni

1,4ai1, Mwl’i/ ai id Itlnik Is,

Tiecember 21 L999

“When Ottawa will

pay you $400 per

year... simply for

saving $2000 per year

yourself, who can

refuse? Especially

when getting the

money is so simple”.

(colt Kin’s son, Pt t’: l\ itt,
I’( ,J’ ‘I 1:

\ntust I ‘tot-i

“Enhanced” CESGs and the
Learning Bond
In response to ‘is idespread sriticim about

the regressive nature ot the RFI’ and CLt-(

proprams, the federal gos ernmen t attempted

to make the programs more appealing for loss

imomc Canadians by introduning chanpes to

the (LSC in the 21)04

federal budget. [he

(.LSC payout ‘is as

adjusted on a ‘-.lidmg

scale to he more

generous to lots —

income recipients, and

in addition, children

born into a low—income family beginning in 200

will receive Shk) towards an RESP account (the

“Learning Bond”) plus 5100 tor ever subsequent

year the child’s family qualifies as low-income.

Rather than acknowledge the real forces putting

higher education out ot reach for low-income

families, the Learning Bond’s proponents cling

to a naïve vision for solving social ills: “Through

savings incentives and supports such as financial

Ii teracx low-income earners are encouraged

to save for their future goals. With the right

incentives the poor can and do save”

Nevertheless, speaking in purely financial terms,

the amount of money that low-income Canadians

may accumulate under a Learning Bond will

be wholly inadequate to cope with the rapidly

increasing costs of college and universities in most

jurisdictions. Dennis Howlett, Fxecutive Director

of the National Anti-Poverty Organisation has

noted that “When people are struggling to feed

their children and keep a roof over their heads,

they have no extra money available to ‘invest’

in university education, even if they were better

intormed about the costs and benefits starting

salaries, even for those with a university

education, have been falling for some time, at

the same time as the costs of education have

been rising, making it less and less of a good

ins estment”

c;overnmr’nt—cponsorr’d education sat ings

vehicles also promote unes en spending aeros

the country. In pros inces ‘is here forward-looking

got ernments has e kept tuition tees loss, such a

Quebec, parents will have less need to save. The

tederal government has openly nomeded this

point: “The lower RESP take-up rate in Qudbec

is likely attributable to the province’s publicly

funded college ss stem ( l-CF’P) and relatix clv

low university tuition fees (or Quebec residents”

Thus, Queheckers and families in other loss r

tuition fee provmces has e a diminished benc

trom a multi—billion dollar federal grants pronian1

The biggest winners ot the increaed emphasis

on savings schemes are undoubtedl the RFS1’

providers. The federal government has crcatcd

a profitable scheme

tor the banks at

the expense ot real

aciess to college

and university.

\esertheless the

education savings

industry has

repeated Iv been the subject of criticism trom both

the Alberta and Ontario Securities Commissions

for its sales tactics.

Conclusion: Towards an Effective
and Fair Grants Program
Savings-based access to education re-frames the

question about affording high tuition fees as a

question about the individual and their savings

history, rather than about Canada’s collective

resources and the collective responsibility to

make education affordable to all. Students with

financial need would be better served if the

RFSP and CESC programs were converted it5

national system of needs-based grants. The federal

government expects to spend 561 million on the

CESG in 2005—approximately what it would cost

to give a 55,000 grant to one in three student loan

recipients, thereby reducing the debt of current

students by 22.

Endnotes:
- student’, tons 5’d ih’ tedn’ral t’iovnrnment to nn’jeut income
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2001 tederal hudgt
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“CFSGs give scarce public funds to the
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,sh( uld he discontinued”
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Student Loan Designation

Background
Designation is the process by which post-secondary education
institutions are deemed eligible tor certain government
programs and funding. Currentix; the provinces are
responsible for the designation of post-secondary educational
institutions. Applicable funding includes:

1. Federal and provincial student loans;

2. Canada Education Savings Grants and Registered
Education Savings Plans;

3. Millennium Scholarships;

4. Canada Study Grants;

5. Education and tuition fee tax credits;

6. Loans and grants through the Employment Insurance
program; and

7. Grants for Aboriginal students.

In March 2003 the federal Intergovernmental Consultative
Committee on Student Financial Assistance introduced
a designation policy framework. It is intended to “guide
jurisdictions in the development of their designation
policies”. All of the provinces agreed to implement a
designation policy that would “manage” the “financial
risk” associated with student loans. Institutions that fail to
meet guidelines within the framework run the risk of being
dc-designated, that is, students in that institution become
ineligible for student loans. The framework was officially
implemented in November 2004.

As the federal government negotiates new student loan
agreements with each province in order to integrate federal
and provincial loans (“harmonisation”), designation policies
will be a part of all new agreements.

The Wrong Approach
Designation policies are rooted in the notion that Jow-qualit,
programs or institutions produce unqualified graduates sho
in turn cannot find employment to pay back their student
loans. By making student loans unavailable, and choking off
access to supposedly low-qualit programs. governments
hope to pressure institutions to respond by increasing quality
and post-graduate employment strategies. Yet, this logic
ignores the fundamental causes of student loan default and
the government’s role in exacerbating the problem.

Between 1995 and 2005, the federal government cut billions
from transfers to the provinces for post-secondary education

and training. As a direct result, tuition fees have more than
doubled, causing student debt to climb to unprecedented
levels. Graduates of public universities and colleges who are
unable to make monthly payments are more likely in this
position because of a mortgage-sized debt and an unstable job
market, not because their education was of low quality.

If the federal government was truly committed to equality
and student success, it would restore funding to public
post-secondary education in ways that lower tuition fees and
reduce student debt.

A Short-Sighted Policy
In recent years, the federal government and most provinces
have introduced several policies that ignore the role of
post-secondary education in mitigating the effects of socio
economic inequality in Canada. Student loan designation—as
with the ten-year bankruptcy prohibition and credit checks
for Canada Student Loans—treats public investments in
education like private investments in stock markets. The
broader social value of public education cannot simply be
measured by examining statistics about the most indebted
graduates.

Figure 1 Rate of Recovery of Different Government Loans

15%

Trhqoioj Defense

P,r:re’shps inds!r,

Caada x.c:

90%

In fact, much of the statistical information upon which banks
and service providers rely is deeply flawed. The complexity
of repayment, combined with the notorious service errors of
lending institutions, results in default data that is unreliable.
Furthermore, “default” rarely means that a loan does not get

industr Canada
Canada Stbcent Laans

Aiernge



$208 Million
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“Sham College Run

Without Teachers:

Instructors at Toronto

vocational school

absent for weeks at

a time, ex-student

says”

C,Iobe & Mail head line,

September 6, 2003

“Concerns were

expressed about [...1

the debt loads of

students as a result

of high tuition fees,

[andi what was seen

as low standards for

admission to many

programs”

The V,arren Report,

(,oernment of \ewtound!and

and I abrader, iO9’

repaid, but simply that payments are missed. The

vast majority of students eventually repay their

loans: the rate of repayment for student loans

exceeds 9O (see Figure 1). This financial reality is

not considered in designation data,

Ehe obsession with student loan default rates is

even more unreasonable given the standards in

other government departments: Industry Canada

corporate loans have a 15% repayment rate.

Holding Private, For-Profit Institutions

Accountable
The student loan default rate2 at private

institutions is nearly three times higher than that

of public universities (see Figure 2). As a result of

the sky high default rates at private institutions,

some jurisdictions were using dc-designation as a

policy tool to prevent millions of dollars of public

funds from being used to support diploma mills

that do more to generate profit than provide skills

training.

Figure 2. 2002—2003 Student Loan Default Rates

for Graduates of Private and Pubhc Institutions (forecasted)

In Ontario, a designation policy is in place that

details the type of information and support that

private institutions must give to students using

financial assistance and requires institutions to

meet certain tests of financial stability. In 1997, a

policy of institutional accountability for student

loan defaults was introduced so that private

educational institutions ensure that loan defaults

among their graduates do not exceed specified

targets. Schools at which defaults exceed these

targets must pay a portion of the costs incurred

from these defaults.

It has become clear in discussions with federal

government officials that the primary target of

the designation policy framework is the fly-by

night, for-profit education industry. The industry

currently collects a 5208-million public subsidy

in the form of Canada Student Loans every year.

These “career colleges” frequently go bankrupt

and leave their students in limbo with no

qualifications and no compensation.

Given the poor record of private institutions

in Canada, the massive public subsidy to this

industry is in dire need of review. Yet, if the

primary goal of a designation policy is to curb the

tiow of public student loans to private colleges,

its net is cast too wide, The answer to preventing

profit-driven education shops from needlessly

squandering public funds is to not subsidise them

in the first place.

Conclusion
Rather than recognising the social and economic

benefits of an educated workforce, dc-designation

policies treat those in need of financial assistance

with suspicion or even contempt. In the

words of the Intergovernmental Consultative

Committee on Student Financial Assistance’s

designation framework, designation will give

provinces the assurance that “taxpayers will

receive the appropriate return on their educati

investment”.

Accountability in the public post-secondary

education system is accomplished through

legislation and discipline-wide reporting

mechanisms. In-house structures like boards

of governors and senates are other ways by

which academic integrity can be assured. The

federal government should restore funding to

the provinces for post-secondary education

in recognition of the fact that Canada’s public

community colleges are well positioned to offer

high-quality education to those seeking a trade or

skills development. In order to best promote the

quality and integrity of post-secondary education

in Canada, the federal government must act to

restrict the for-profit private sale of education

credentials.

Endnotas
1. Caiadian Taxpayer Federation, “Lies Mv Government

Continues to Tell Me”, January 2002.

2. Canada Student Loans Program Annual Report 2002-2003.
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Post-Secondary Education Tax Credits
Billions in Misdirected “Financial Aid”

Background
Since the mid-liOs, the federal government has
increasing1 looked to tax expenditures as a substitute for
directly allocated student financial as’ostance As defined

h the Department of Finance, tax expenditures include
“exemptions. deductions, rebates, deferrals and credits”
that serve “to advance a wide range of economic, social,

enx ironmental, cultural and other public polic objectives”.
In total, federal tax expenditures for post-secondary students
have grown from S566 million in 19% to more than SI .46
billion in 2005. This represents a 213’ increase (real dollars)
and more than the total amount the federal government will
spend on direct student financial aid this year.

Despite their large price tag, federal tax e\penditures are
a very poor instrument to either irnpro\ e access to post-
secondary education or relieve student debt. Moreover, since
everyone s ho participated in post-secondary education
qualifies for tax credits regardless of financial need, the
federal government is diverting \ ast sums of public funding
where they are not necessarily required.

A Confusing Patchwork

Education Tax Credit
Students may claim a 16’ tax credit for the accrued
“education amount”. The education amount is equal to the
number of months enrolled in post-secondary education
multiplied by $400 for full-time students and 5120 for part-
time students.

Tuition Fee Tax Credit
Students ma claim a 16’ tax credit for tuition fees and
ancillary fees paid. In 1987, it became possible to transfer this
credit to a spouse, parent, or grandparent. As of 1967. this
credit may be carried forxard for application in future tax
returns.

Student Loan Interest Tax Credit
Students ma claim a 16’. ta\ credit for the interest paid
in a ear during repa\ ment of a Canada Student Loan and
provincial student loan.

Registered Education Savings Plans
Contributions to Registered Education Savings Plans (RESPs)
grow tax—free until the time that they are withdrawn, at

x hich point the saved amount is taxable as income for
the beneficiary. For more information, see the ( anadian
Federation of Students’ factsheet on the RESP program at

x .cfs-tcee.ca.

An Inferior Approach to Reducing
Student Debt
The non-refundable education and tuition fees tax credits
have been the most expensive and widely used federal tax
measures for post-secondary education. In the 2002 tax
year 2,235,870 students and their family members claimed
the education and tuition fee credits, costing the federal
government almost $1.15 billion in foregone tax revenue.’

This massive public expenditure, if offered as upfront grants,
could deliver significant financial assistance to Canadian
students. For example, a grants program under which every
student receiving a Canada Student Loan received a $3000
grant, would cost approximately $1.13 billion per year.3 In
other words, if the amount of money the federal government
spent on the tuition fee and education tax credit each year
($1.1 SB) was simply shifted to the “front-end” in the form of
grants through the Canada Student Loans Program, student
debt could be reduced by 41.

Fgure 1: Comparison of Federal Spending on Student Aid
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Failing to Meet the Increased Costs of Education
Tax credits, in addition to diverting public funds to high
income graduates, have not come close to offsetting soaring
tuition fees.

Debt
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41%
‘tudent debt reduction

that could be realised

b con’, ertnig tax

credits into needs-

based grants

$1,426
Gap between tuition

fees and education

related tax credits

in 1988

$3,551
Gap between tuition

fees and education

related tax credits

in 2003

Despite increased go ernment spending on the

education and tuition tees credit, the gap between

tuition tees and education tax credits had soared

to 83,351 by 2003—more than double the gap in

1985. Federal tax credits have clearly failed to

corn pensate for the steep tuition tee Increases that

resulted tram cut’. to tederal transfers for post

secondary education during the iNns.

Helping Those Who Need Help the Least?
In total, indi iduals sxith incomes over $70,000

claimed more than $164 million in tederal

education and tuition fee tax credits for the

2002 tax year, and most of this total u as likely

claimed as amounts transferred trom students

to family members. This $164-million tax break

to high-income parents is more than double the

amount spent in 2002 on the federal Interest Relict

program, and triple vs hat the government spent

on Canada Study Grants for high need students

that year.

With such a substantial portion of post-secondary

education credits being claimed as amounts

transferred to family members, there is no

guarantee that the full value of these credits is

even being applied to education-related expenses.

The Department of Finance estimates that

transferred amounts account for almost half the

total value of education and tuition fee tax credits

claimed:

The Student Loan Interest Credit
The Student Loan Interest Credit was introduced

in the 199$ federal budget with the professed aim

of ensuring that, in the words of then Finance

Minister Paul Martin, “Canadian students are not

mired in a swamp of debt”. Although the total

cost of this credit was over 862.4 million in 2002,

the average amount claimed works out to only

$91.67 per year ($7.64 per month) per claimant.

Low-income claimants fared even worse,

averaging only’ 55.56 per month worth of debt and

tax “relief”. Given that the monthly loan payment

on the average student loan is at least $237, the

Student Loan Interest Credit cannot be considered

a serious attempt to address the student debt

crisis.

Tax Credits Do Not Increase Access
In order to derive any benefit from the education

tax credits, students and their families must first

find the resources to pay for tuition tees and

living expenses, and hope that a portion ‘a ill he

refunded sometime in the future. Tax credits do

nothing to address the up-front financial barriers

that prevent many students from low-income

backgrounds from enrolling in the first place ..-\s

a result, education tax credits are most likely to
benefit those who already have enough money to

atford post-’-econdarv education.

\ 211(12 study by Harvard Lniversity profes’-or

Dr. Bridget 1 rang found that this was precisely- thc

case ‘a ith education tax credit’. introduced in the
l, nited States, According to Dr. Lang. “[ajlthough

one goal at the tax creditc ‘a as to increase access

to higher education, this studs found no evidence

of increased postsecondary enrolment among

eligible students” - These findings are consistent

with an earlier CS study that tound education tax

credits introduced in the state ot Georgia actually’
“widened the gap in college attendance between

blacks and whites and between those from low-

and high-income families”.5

Conclusion
the evidence is clear: tinkering with the tax

system is not an effecti, e means of improving

access to post-secondary education or reducing

student debt. Federal tax measures have come

nowhere near compensating for tuition fee

increases brought on by long-term federal and

provincial government under-funding of post-
secondary education. Benefits derived from

education tax credits disproportionately benefit

higher income households and do little to

help those most in need of financial assistance.

c;os’erI1nleJ1t funding currently directed at federal

tax credits for post-secondary education would b

better spent on up-front needs-based grants.

Endnotes:
I. Include’. 1-duration las Credit lpre’-en. earn -tori’. ard, and

transferred, tuition Fee Credit nreer’t. carry-forward, and

transferred), scholarship exemptions. Regi—tered Education

Sas ing’. Plans, and the Student Loan Interest Credit using the

flepartment ot Finance’s lax Expenditurcs and Evaluations

21(04

2 1- anada Customs and Revenue Agency lnm’ine Statistics 2004

2(11)2 ta\ earl

3 Based on loan uptake calculations in the 2004 Actuarial

Report ot the Canada Student I oans Program.

4. c anada student loans Program Annual Report 2002-200A

Pepartment 011 Finance Canada las Expenditures and

Es aluations 2004.

canada 5_u—toni’. and Rr cone Agencs Income Statistics 2004

(2002 tass earl.

2. Bridget Ferrs Long. - I he Impact 011 Fed’. ml las 5_redit— tor

I Ocher Education Expenses, Prepared br the \aiional

liure,aii ot Feonomic Rcsearch \olcime and 1, ‘niereoce:

r’llege [lecisirn’-: H,’rs students ,\‘.ruaTh. sl,ake Them and

I-lr’v TEes 1, ould I las ard L ‘ii’_er’.,tx Auu’.t 2(102.

5 susan Pr narski, Hope for 15 how? Financed Aid tr’r th

\liddie Cl,a—s and Its Impact or C r’llege Attendance” paper

prepared tor (lie Kenneth whorl of C’s enlment at H,trs ard

t ni’, ersIC and the \ats’nal Bureau of I ronr’mir Rest arch,

April 2111111.
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Thition Fees for International Students
Introduction
‘A hue all students in Canada hax e faced dramatic fee
increases over the last decade, tuition fees for international
students have become particularly burdensome in recent
years. In tall 2005, average tuition fees for international
students reached $12,587—more than double the already
high fees paid by Canadian citizens. At some universities,
international students pai’ up to $20,000 per ‘ear in tuition
fees, and this figure rises to over $30,000 for professional
programs such as medicine and law, and a staggering
$35,000 per year for some graduate programs. High
differential fees are an unfair burden and a barrier to post
secondary education for international students. Uitimatelx
such fees will threaten Canada’s ability to attract and
retain the talented people needed to prosper in the future.

The Root Cause: Government Underfunding
International students were not charged differential tuition
fees prior to the late 1970s. During the negotiations of
federal transfer paYments to the provinces in 1976, the
federal government suggested that introducing differential
tuition fees was an acceptable way for the provinces to
generate additional re enue at institutions. Over the next
several years, many provincial governments responded
by cutting or eliminating grants that had previously been
pros ided to post—secondary institutions for the purpose
of funding international students. l3y 1982, all proxinces
except British Columbia, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and
\e foundland were charging differential tuition fees. in
Ontario, fees charged ere as high as Sh,%0 (about Si 2,0

in 2002 dollars).

1 hroughout the 1990s, tuition fees in Canada sk rocketed
for both international students and Canadian citizens as
fedora I and provincial governments further cut funding
for post—secondary education. faking into account
population gro th and inflation, federal cash transfers to
the provinces are 50 below 1993 le els. Cash-strapped
unix ersitv administrators have increainglv turned to
tuition fees to co er operating expenses. in 1990, tuition
fees accounted for only 17’, of university revenues. By
2004, that figure had risen to o er 30 in most pros inces.

Co\ ernments and post-secondary institutions know that
high tuition fees are unpopular with students and their

families. Howe\ ei because international students hax e
little direct political influence in (anada, many pros incial
governments and institutional decision-makers see them
as an easy target. in some provinces, governments have
completeI deregulated fees charged to international
students so that universities are free to exploit them as a
replacement for government funding. Differential tuition
tees have thus become an important and politically
convenient way of generating revenue for man’ post—
secondary institutions in Canada.

Differential Tuition Fees Across Canada
As shown in Table 1, tuition fees for international graduate
students in 2005-2006 vary dramatically between provinces
and institutions. Overall, tuition fees for international
graduate students tend to he highest at some institutions
in Ontario and the \laritinies, where most programs
at the L’niversity of Western Ontario, Cape Breton
University, and Ryerson University charged user fees
greater than $13,000 for the 2005-2006 academic year.
Newfoundland currently has the lowest tuition fees in
Canada for international graduate students at less than
$2,000. Surprisingly, the institutions in British Coltimbia
ho gouge their undergraduate international students
ha e relatiz’L’llf low tuition fees for international graduate
students.

A similar phenomenon occurs at the University of
Saskatchewan. In fall 2005, international undergraduate
students at the University of Saskatchewan sere saddled
X\ ith a 38.4’, fee Increase, a not-so-subtle tactic used to
circumvent the tuition fee freeze for domestic students in
Saskatchewan. However, internationa graduate students
sere spared the hefts increase. (jixen the premium placed
on importing great researchers, shielding international
graduate students from the massive tee increase is an
acknowledgement or the deterrent effects of high tuition
fees.

Differential Fees: Short-sighted and Unfair

Access
High tuition fees have already put post-secondary
education in Canada beyond the reach of many
international students. Low- and middle—income
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developing countries—tace tremendous

obstacles in accessing post-secondary

education, and in particular, graduate school

in Canada. For example, as erage annual

in India is only about s13, less

than “ ol the average cost ot tuition tees

charged to international students in Canada.

C ontinued increases could ultilndtelv

see acce to Canadian unix ersities and

colleges choked off to all but the wealthiest

international students and a limited number

of poorer students lucka enough to receive

full scholarships.

Lntil recently, the detrimental effects of

excessive tuition tees were compounded

by regulations that prevented international

students front earning money while

studying in Canada. Howex er, the Canadian

Federation of Students has succesafu liv

lobbied to have these restrictions eased.

In fall 2005, international students were

granted the right to work outside campus in

provinces that have reached an agreement

with the federal government.

Some of the support for relaxing the off-

campus work regulations came from

university and college presidents, some

of whom may see the increased income

for international students as an excuse to

increase tuition fees.

Diversity
International students enrich Canadian

academic and social life in innumerable

ways. Differential tuition fees are a threat

to the intellectual, cultural, and social

benefits that a diverse international student

population adds to Canadian campuses.

I he presence of international students in

this country also provides a foundation for

strengthening relationships between Canada

and other societies around the world.

Canada’s Immigration Needs
Charging differential tuition fees to

international students is drastically out of

step with the long-term needs of Canadian

society. The federal government’s 2002

innos ation strategy papers, Krirtt’h’dge

.\ fttttcr and ,-lciiir’niuç F $6 llCflct’, repeatedly

emphasise Canada’s need to attract skilled

immigrants. In fact, by 2011 immigration

will account for all new labour force

growth in this country. According to the

federal government’s own research,

immigrants who have previously worked

or studied in Canada have the easiest

time integrating into the Canadian work

torce and prospering in Canadian society.

Differential tuition fees are a barrier that

will discourage such talented people

from studying, and exentuallx settling, in

Canada. High tuition fees work directh

against the Canadian gos ernment’s

professed goal of building an educated,

prosperous. and innovative -ociet’t.

Canada’s International Obligations
As a wealthy countn, Canada has both a

duty and the material resources to provide

assistance to countries and individuals in

developing countries. Providing access

to affordable education should be an

important part of Canada’s contribution to

international dcx elopment.

Towards Full and Equal Access

for International Students
The federal government needs to restore

funding for post-secondary education to

the provinces and reduce the incentive

for universities to rely on tuition fees

as a means of generating revenue. In

the mean time, provincial governments

must re-regulate all fees charged to

students and end the practice of charging

differential fees to international students.

In the long term, federal agencies

such as Human Resources and Skills

Development, Industry Canada, and

Citi7enship and Immigration must co

ordinate with provincial governments

and university administrators to

develop strategies that improve

access and financial support for

international students wishing to study

in Canada. Particular attention needs

to he focused on ensuring access for

international students from lower

income backgrounds. Removing

barriers faced b international students

should be an important component

of Canada’s international and foreign

policy objectives. Improved access for

international students would also be

an important step towards ensuring

Canada’s own future as a destination of

choice for skilled immigrants.

Tuition fees for internationa’

graduate students, 2005-2006

University Tuition Fees
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Whistleblowers: Defending Academic Freedom

The Threat to Public Research
Public-private partner’.hips in univer-itv research arc on the rise.
Private corporations, recognising the opportunity for quality
research at a fraction of the real cost, have taken advantage of
public-private funding models to generate proprietary research
outcomes.

As research institutions have become more reliant on private
sector monex; private corporations have come to influence both
the direction and the reported results of research. Researchers
who have been unwilling to tailor their work to the needs
of private sponsors have become the targets of academic
censorship and, in some cases, reprisals and public smear
campaigns. Students are particularly vulnerable when trying
to uphold research integrity because the lack the protection of
mechanisms like collective agreements.

The federal government has contributed to the rise of private
influence in Canadian universities by introducing programs
intended to maximise the conimercialisation of research.
Programs such as the Canadian Foundation for Innovation
have increased the number of corporate-university research
partnerships by stipulating that research projects with a private
sponsor will receive matching public funds.

Sounding the Alarm on Corporate Influence
Over the last decade, the negative effects of corporate sponsored
research have become apparent. A recent survey of researchers
in the United States of America revealed that scientific
misconduct had become commonplace in that country.1 Of
the researchers surveyed, 33 had engaged in some kind of
significant misconduct including data falsification, plagiarism,
and violation of ethical requirements. l5.5 of respondents had
changed the research design, methodology, or results because of
pressure from a funding source.

The research community has become more vocal over its

concerns with the prix ate sponsorship of university research.
In a recent letter to Science, 40 prominent scientists wrote that
matched funding requirements were “eschewing scientific
excellence” by funding those projects deemed commercialisable
rather than funding projects in the public interest. Ihe Canadian
Society of Biochemistr’, Molecular, and Cellular Biology is

petitioning the federal government to address these concerns.1

Corporate Interference: The Olivieri Case
Scientific inquir\ requires the free flow of information. But
industry-sponsored contracts often include non-disclosure
clauses to prevent the dissemination of research. In some
cases, this non-disclosure poses a serious threat to the health of
Canadians.

While working at the University of Toronto affiliated Hospital
for Sick Children (HSC), Dr.ancy Olivieri signed a contract to

test a ne’ drug tar the pharmaceutical company \potex. Lpon
discox ering that some of her child cuhiects n crc experiencing
high lex els ot iron toxicity that could lead to life-threatening
liver cirrhosis, Olix ieri immediately stopped the tests and
insisted that the health risks he communicated to her patients

parents. Citing the contracts non-disclosure clause, Apotex not

only refused to communicate the risks, hut also halted all further
drug trials at the HSC, confiscated the trial medicine, fired
Olivieri from the study, and threatened her with litigation if she
dix ulged an information to her patients.

Acting on her ethical obligations and confident that the
University and the Hospital would support her, Olivieri
informed her patients of the risks. A hiiarre series of events
ensued that the Globe & Mail would later refer to as “Canada’s
vorst academic and research scandal in decades”4.

Olivieri began receiving anonymous threatening letters that
were later proven to have been sent by a co-worker who was

a recipient of Apotex funding. Anonymous letters containing
unfounded allegations against Olivieri were also sent to the
media and the HSC disciplinary committee. Apotex, as well as
some hospital and University administrators, later used these
allegations as a basis to level charges against Olivieri. Apotex
also used these allegations in attempts to discredit Olivieri.

Six years after the first signs of problems with the drug were
detected, the Independent Committee of lnquiry1exonerated
Olivieri of all allegations of misconduct. The Committee’s report
recommended that universities be prohibited from entering into
research contracts that restrict the communication of results.
The report was explicitly critical of the University and the HSC
for failing to protect Olivieri’s academic freedom. At the time
Olivieri came under attack, the University was in negotiations
with Apotex over a $20 million building investment.

As a result of her experiences, Olivieri helped found the
organisation Doctors for Research Integrity and works to
oppose the adverse influence of corporate interests on public
research.

A Threat to Public Health:

Misconduct in Research on Drinking Water

In another example of corporate interterence in the
dissemination of critical research results, a drinking water
experiment that took place in \arton, Ontario has led to
questionable results that could have significant public health
risks.

In summer 2000, a large chemical company collaborated with
the Ontario Ministry’ of the Environment, the Ontario Clean
Water Agenc; a Canadian university’s drinking water research
group, and the Viarton municipal government to test chlorine
dioxide as an alternative to traditional chlorination in the



“The whistleblower is

an essential element

in the effort to

protect the integrity

of [governmentl

supported research

because researchers

do not call attention

to their own

misconduct.”

1.5. Dept ot Health and Human

Sen ices, Office of Research

integrity

“It is [the

university’sl duty

to act strongly in

support of their

researchers if

the researchers’

independence or

academic freedom is

threatened.”

Report of the C oininif let’ ot

inquiry on the Case ineoleing

)r \anci/ Olivier,, thr Hospital

for Sick Children the Units rutty

of toronto, and lpotei Inc.

town’s drinking water. Wiarton residents xxere

not informed of the experiment in advance, even

though the chlorine dioxide disintectant byproduct

levels were above the United States Environmental

Protection Agenq ‘s “maximum contaminant level

goal” for about one month.’

s the study was being conducted, Wiarton

resident— filed doiens of complaints about bleach

—tains on laundered clothing, taste and odour

problems. and even the death of pets. in fact,

complaints by residents prompted the early

termination of the study following headlines in the

Globt’ & Mail, ‘&ational Post, and Toronto Star,

F{oxvexer, academic publications following the

experiment lauded it as a success, claiming that “no

customer taste and odor complaints were reported

during the study period” .Fven the university

publicised the “novel and successful trials to

improve Wiarton, Ontario’s drinking water”°.

In May 200, Health Canada has proposed new

Canadian drinking water qualitx’ guidelines, citing

the report as evidence that chlorine dioxide can

“maintain water quality”5.

Efforts to expose the discrepancies in reports on

the Wiarton experiment by a former graduate

student, Chris Radziminski, have been ignored by

the university. Although the Natural Sciences and

Engineering Research Council partly funded the

project, it insists that the complaint is “purely a

private matter” and that NSERC has no mandate to

protect whistleblowers.

Building Walls Around Research:

The McLachlan/Mauro Case

viven the decline of post-secondary education

i-unding, it is no coincidence that growing corporate

presence on campus has occurred rapidly.

sometimes creating a chilling effect on research

activities. Underfunding can make universities

more unwilling to offend corporate donors, xxhich

can cad to etforts to suppress the dissemination of

ontrox ersial research,

This has been the case tor txs o researchers from

,he Lniversity of Manitoba; Ian Mauro, a PhD

student, and Dr. Stephane McLachlan, a faculty

nwmher. In 2(101, \lauro and Mchachlan received

runds from the Social Sciences and Humanities

Research Council to undertake a research project

that included a documentary on Canadian farmers’

xperiences with genetically modified crops. The

film sx as completed in 2003.

\tter vie’.xing the film, the University refused

to allow it to be screened, using a clause in

McLachlan’s collective agreement that grants

5O of the film & copyright to the Unixersity.

ihe Unix ersitv cited fear of litigation from

Monsanto, a large biotechnology corporation. The

University entered into a series of negotiations with

Mchachlan, proposing conditions on use of the film

thereby preventing its screening for over two years.

While the L’niversitv was supressing the film, it

was planning with the the relocation of Monsant

Canadian headquarters to a new $6.5 million

building in the Unix ersity’s research park. The

U mver—itv’s ice—president was negotiating with

both Monsanto and the researchers.

In fall 200, media across the country picked up on

the story. Due to public pressure, the Unix ersity

administration conceded to alloix the researchers

to screen the film on the condition that a disclaimer

that the film did not reflect the x ice. points of the

University of Manitoba ‘a as added.

Despite this victory. Mauro is still fighting for

the right to use the documentary as part of his

dissertation.

Towards Whistleblower Protection in Canada
Whilst xvhistleblowers play a critical role in ensuring

integrity in university research, they have no formal

protection in Canada. With increased corporate

influence on universities, university administrators

seem disinclined to support researchers standing up

for academic integrity.

The federal granting councils are responsible for

overseeing the ethical frameworks of universities

to ensure that research “meets the highest

international standards of excellence”. However,

the councils’ Integrity in Research and Scholarship

policy statement does not include a provision for

protection of whistleblowers from retaliation.

In contrast, national regulations in the United States

of America recognise the role of the whistieblower

as essential for upholding research integrity. The

Whistleblower’s Bill of Rights states: “Institutions

have a duty not to tolerate or engage in retaliation

against good-faith whistleblowers”°. The exclusion

of whistieblosver protection in Canadian guidelines

undermines efforts to ensure research integrity in

Canada.
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“Canada cannot afford to reduce tuition fees, If we reduce tuition fees,

we will have to raise taxes.” MYTHI

FACT All budget expenditures are choices about priorities.

For example, nearly 100 years ago, Canada made primary school

attendance mandatory and free, at great expense to the national and

provincial treasuries. However, mass public education was understood as

the instrument by which individual Canadians could fulfill their potential,

and Canada could reduce social and economic divisions.

In the 21st century, post-secondary education plays a similar role in

the development of Canada and Canadians. More than 70% of all

new jobs in Canada require some post-secondary education. Given the

unprecedented wealth created in the world today, public post-secondary

education should be viewed as a right of global citizenship.

In Canada, the past five years have seen over $56-billion in federal

budget surpluses. That would have been enough funding to eliminate

tuition fees 10 times over and still have enough money for one of the

world’s most generous grants program. The future economic forecast

is similar. Furthermore, the Association of Universities and Colleges

of Canada estimate that post-secondary graduates are 15% of the

population, but contribute more than 33% of the income tax base, and

only require 8% of social program expenditures such as health care and

social assistance.

Despite the modest portion of public expenditure required by higher

education, there is no doubt that the continuing culture of tax cuts

has damaged the accessibility and quality of public, post-secondary

education. In 2000, for example, Paul Martin’s government cut taxes

by $100 billion over 5 years. Most of those tax cuts went to Canada’s

wealthiest individuals and corporations. For example the elimination of

the 3% surtax on those earning over $250,000 cost $650 million. By

simply leaving that tax level where it was prior to the 2000 budget, the

federal government would have enough money to reduce tuition fees by

1 0% for all students.

Any discussion of the cost of a social program must be put in the

context of other government decisions. In the case of the current federal

government, tax cuts for the wealthiest Canadians has taken priority over

funding access to post-secondary education.
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“Tuition fee freezes unnecessarily subsidise the cost of post-secondary

education for those who can afford it.”

Disgraced former Ontario Premier Bob Rae and conservative researcher

Alex Usher promote this fallacy in order to popularise the notion that a

“one-size-fits-all” tuition fee (also known as regulation) is obsolete.

Instead, Rae and Usher champion fully deregulated tuition fees cushioned

by a tuition fee waiver for a tiny sliver of the population.

The argument is this:

• every student (poor, rich, or in-between) pays roughly the same tuition

fee and receives equal benefit from freezes and reductions;

• low-income Canadians are under-represented in universities;

• low-income Canadians pay taxes that support public universities and

colleges; therefore

• low-income families are subsidizing the participation of higher-income

families.

The facts do not support Rae’s and Usher’s tuition fee campaign. First,

economist Hugh MacKenzie recently examined the issue and found no

evidence that low tuition fees result in a net transfer of resources from

low-income households to high-income households.

Second, Rae’s model of higher tuition fees for all but a small portion of

the poorest students will actually exacerbate the dramatic gaps between

the participation rates of different socio-economic classes. Rae’s plan

will only expand the extent of the “ghetto” of those shut out of higher

education to include more middle-income Canadians who barely afford

tuition fees today.

FACT
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“Lower tuition fees don’t improve access. Québec has the lowest tuition

fees in the country and the lowest participation rates”

FACT This is a popular refrain among those arguing for higher fees. However,

like most arguments for higher fees it has more to do with politics than

facts. College fees in Quebec are free and Quebec has, by far, the

highest levels of participation at the college level. In addition, the freeze

in Quebec has ensured that Quebec has the lowest average debt in the

country. It seems lost on those who argue for higher fees that low-income

students in Quebec do not have to take out mortgage-sized loans to

finance an education. A student from a working class family in Ontario

forced to borrow the maximum will graduate from a four-year program

with a debt of $26,000. That same high need, low-income student in

Quebec would graduate with a debt of approximately $10,000.

In addition to the Quebec experience, other provinces have improved

access by freezing or lowering tuition fees. The tuition fee freeze in

Manitoba, has resulted in an increase in enrolment of close to 20%. In

Newfoundland and Labrador the effect has also been pronounced. Prior

to the introduction of the tuition freeze and reduction in Newfoundland

and Labrador, enrolment was decreasing. Since the reduction was

implemented in Newfoundland and Labrador university enrolment has

increased by close to 5% at a time when high school graduation rates

were declining.

In addition to claiming that lower fees don’t improve access, advocates

of higher fees also argue that higher fees don’t harm access. The impact

of fee hikes in British Columbia tells a different story. Enrolment at many

British Columbia colleges is down. BC colleges have a proud record of

serving low-income, rural communities. However, in the face of tuition fee

increases of more than 1 00%, enrolment is down at almost all colleges

and applications are also down at BC universities. Student debt for low

income students has soared since tuition fees were deregulated in BC.

Based on researcher Claire Callender’s groundbreaking study on debt

aversion, BC can expect that rising debt will further exclude qualified

students from low-income families.
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MYTH
“As ci result of their education, university and college graduates earn $1
million more over their lifetimes, therefore they can afford to pay higher
tuition fees,”

This refrain, popular among university presidents, fails to mention that
university and college graduates who earn more also pay higher income
taxes. In fact, the whole purpose of the income tax system is to recover
the costs of administering core social programs, such as health care
and education. The income tax system in Canada is “progressive”—the
more you earn, the higher tax rate you pay. Recovering the cost of public
education from post-secondary graduates through income tax instead of
higher tuition fees, ensures that everybody pays their fair share without
being burdened by the up-front cost of an education.

Nevertheless, one should be skeptical of the $1 million figure. It is an
average, and is inflated by a calculation that adds compound interest.
In other words, when inflation is factored out, the “net present value”
(or “additional potential earnings”) of a university education is only
$148,000. However, as stated, it is an average of the increased earnings
for university degree holders. The vast majority of post-secondary
graduates are average income earners.

An analysis undertaken by economist Hugh MacKenzie demonstrates
how unreliable the personal “investment” in post-secondary education
can be. MacKenzie found that for one-quarter of all university graduates,
the net value of a degree is negative. That is, for 25% of all university
graduates, annual earnings are less than that of the average earnings of
those with only a high-school diploma. The myth of the wealthy graduate
who can pay more tuition fees is clearly not supported by the facts.

FACT
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“Tuition fee freezes eventually cause dramatic increases in tuition fees

when the government changes hands.” MYTHI

FACT The only thing that causes tuition fees to increase is an irresponsible

government.

Tuition fee policy is a reflection of the priorities of a given provincial

government. To suggest that one policy (freezing tuition fees) automatically

produces its opposite (massive tuition fee increases) isa gross simplification

of the legislative process and the policy-making involved.

In reality, public opinion, lobbying, economic impacts, social benefits,

party policy, and other government policy are all factors that maintain or

produce changes in government policy. Successfully working the system

yields results. For example, ongoing work by united students’ movements

in Québec and Newfoundland & Labrador ensured that when their

governments changed stripes (Parti Québecois to Liberal and Liberal to

Conservative, respectively), the tuition fee freeze was maintained.

The often-cited case of British Columbia, where a six-year tuition fee

freeze was lifted in 2001 after a change in government, is an example

of irresponsible government policy-making, not a pre-determined

consequence of the original policy. The tuition fee freeze in British

Columbia dramatically increased post-secondary participation and was

one of the most popular provincial policies at the time. When the Gordon

Campbell government was elected in 2002, it lifted the freeze as part of

a policy to avoid providing adequate post-secondary education funding

increases. In addition, the government cut its relatively generous grants

program at the same time as it deregulated fees. Although university

presidents campaigned for higher fees on the basis of a good system of

student financial assistance, not a single college or university president

had the integrity to speak out against the elimination of the grants

program.
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MYTH “Non-financial barriers are more important than tuition fees.”

For the most part, when this argument surfaces, it is a cynical strategy to

distract media/government/public attention from the urgent concerns of

high tuition fees and student debt, It is a popular campaign tactic of the

Millennium Scholarship Foundation.

Very often this Foundation tactic involves watering down the results of

survey responses that demonstrate a high corelation between financial

constraints and access to post-secondary education. For example,

a survey response such as “1 need to work before going to college/

university” is categorized as a “non-financial barrier” as opposed to a

financial barrier, thus “reducing” the respondents citing financial barriers

as a reason for not continuing in college or university.

Access to post-secondary education is obviously a complex issue. Deep

socioeconomic divisions within Canadian society ensure that thousands

of students will not thrive in today’s school system. High tuition fees and

the prospect of crushing student debt depress educational expectations

further still and most evidence shows unequivocally that finances are the

most important barrier.

Yet, the policy response to non-financial barriers from government and the

Millennium Scholarship Foundation is an insult to the working poor and

cynically manipulates the struggles of disadvantaged Canadian families.

The federal Learning Bond and most “early intervention” programs are

a blithe attempt to gloss over deep and fundamental inequities without

any sincere vision for social change. At best, these programs help a

handful of students without providing widespread relief. At worst, these

programs are a cynical public relations stunt to foster the illusion that

government cares for the less privileged while distracting Canadians

from the urgent need to reduce tuition fees and other financial barriers

to higher eudcation.

FACT
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“Higher tuition fees means higher quality.”

MYTH1

FACT This popular misconception has been peddled by college and university

administrators who suggest that hiking tuition fees is the only “realistic”

solution to the funding crisis facing colleges and universities.

Yet all historic and international evidence demonstrates that increasing

tuition fees will neither improve the quality of higher education nor

provide financial stability for public colleges and universities. In fact,

the evidence demonstrates that while rising tuition fees contribute to

burgeoning student debt and a host of new socio-economic problems

associated with debt, there is no measurable improvement in the quality

of education provided.

Perhaps the starkest example can be taken from the United Kingdom

where tuition fees were only introduced in 1 998. Within three years

it became clear that despite new user fees, the operating budgets of

universities remained stagnant. In 2002-03 total per student funding

from both government and tuition fees was lower than it was in 1 996-

97—the year before tuition fees were imposed.

In Ontario, the mid-] 990’s was characterised by double-digit tuition fee

increases yet the Progressive Conservative government withdrew $400

million in funding for Ontario’s colleges and universities, exacerbating

the crisis in quality and affordability at Ontario’s public institutions.

Rising tuition fees are symptomatic of government underfunding—not a

cure. Wherever tuition fees are allowed to increase government simply

withdraws a commensurate portion of public funding. In practice, the only

factor that ever has or ever will determine the quality of higher education

is the level of public funding government is prepared to invest.
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